
PSYC 450: Principles of
Biopsychology

Course Syllabus
Course Description

This course is a comprehensive study of the neuroanatomy correlates of behavior as seen in
the interplay of structure and function: cellular and systemic biological integration, molecular
biology, epigenetics, advances in imaging technology, plasticity, and the big-picture emphasis of
normal and abnormal behavior correlation. Students will delve deeper into such questions as:
why do we have a brain, and how did God design it? How is the nervous system organized?
How do drugs affect our behavior? How does the brain learn? How does the brain think?

Course Outcomes
Upon satisfactory completion of this course, you will be able to:

1. Explain the impact of relationship and faith on neurobiological development and function
2. Describe neuroanatomy and neurological function = interplay of structure and function
3. Outline the neurobiological bases of various mental disorders and the effects of psychotropic
medication and substance use
4. Describe the neurobiological influences of human behavior
5. Apply bio-psychological concepts in a laboratory context.



Course Materials

Required Material(s)

Students must purchase:

Kolb and Whishaw. (2019). Introduction to Brain and Behavior 6e. New York, NY: Worth
Publishers. ISBN-13: 978-1319107376

All other required materials are provided as PDFs or links in the Course Materials folder. See the weekly
schedule for more complete information on course readings.

Class Policies
You are expected to read all assigned readings, view all lecture videos, screencasts, and access any links posted by
the professor. Be prepared to discuss the contents of each.

Attendance and Participation
Because online courses require significant interaction between students, you must upload a current photo of yourself
to your Moodle profile. The image should be a headshot with your face clearly visible (no pets, group photos, or
cartoons).

You are not required to be online at the same times as your classmates. However, you should check in regularly (to
access new materials, submit assignments, and/or participate in ongoing threaded discussions).

Each course week includes a threaded discussion focusing on topics related to the course. The discussions are a
great place to ask questions, clarify issues, and share insights. You must check in regularly and contribute to the
ongoing conversation, posting on the number of required days.

See the Discussion Forum Guidelines for more details.

Any student who has not logged in for course participation during the first week will be administratively dropped along
with any subsequent courses in the term.

Note: If you are off campus for any Jessup-sponsored extracurricular activity, you are still required to maintain and
follow the due dates outlined in this syllabus. If you have an exceptional instance where internet access is not present
either in your transportation and/or accommodations, you will need to have your supervising individual (professor,
coach, etc.) inform your instructor to receive additional time on an assignment.

Netiquette
Netiquette, or the rules that surround good communication on the internet, is very important in online courses that are
based on high levels of interaction and communication between students and professors at a distance.

Some basic rules to guide you in your online communication (see the Online Student Orientation for a longer,
expanded list):
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1. Be thoughtful, kind and courteous in your communication. Avoid language that may offend others and
be cautious when using sarcastic language. In addition, respect your classmates’ privacy by not asking them
to share more than they would be comfortable doing.

2. Proofread your writing so it is clear and easy to read. Avoid acronyms (including text speak), do not use
ALL CAPS, and do not overuse exclamation marks (use italics for emphasis). Write in short paragraphs and
use plenty of white space (extra space between paragraphs) as that makes text easier to read on a
webpage.

3. Engage with your classmates. Make sure your writing communicates what you intend, ask clear questions
of your peers and always be aware of your audience when you are writing in the online classroom.

Written Work Guidelines

Written work is graded for content, organization, style, grammar, and formatting. All papers are to be typed,
proofread, spell-checked, double-spaced, and prepared in accordance with APA style and format. Basic formatting
should be Times New Roman 12 with 1 inch margins. For help with APA formatting, see the APA Tab of the Course
Resources Folder (located on the main page of the course in Moodle).

The Writing Center is available to all Jessup Online students for help with writing papers as well as APA formatting.
You can contact them at writingcenter@jessup.edu or schedule a session through the Jessup Student Services
Scheduler.

Assignments

Submission Format
All assignments must be submitted as an attachment via Moodle no later than 11:59 PM (PST) the day the
assignment is due. Unless otherwise specified, you should submit all papers as Microsoft Word documents (.doc or
.docx files) via Moodle. Use the “How to Submit Pages Doc (Mac) to Turnitin” link on Moodle when uploading
documents in Mac format.

Late assignments
Whether instructors accept late work or not is up to their discretion.

In the case that they do, late work may be penalized 10% of the possible points for the assignment for each day, or
part thereof, that it is late. Work may not be submitted more than a week late.

If you face particular difficulty meeting a deadline, please contact the professor ahead of time to discuss any options.

NOTE: The professor is not obliged to accept any late work after the final day of the class session unless prior
arrangements have been made. 

Feedback and Grades
You can expect to receive written feedback and grades on each weekly assignment via Moodle within 72 hours of the
due date for submission.

For larger assignments (research papers, projects, etc.), you can expect to receive feedback within a week.
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Academic Integrity

The University Catalog states:

Academic integrity is an essential component of Christian higher education.  Instances of plagiarism will not
be treated lightly.  If it is a student’s first offense, the paper will simply receive a zero.  The student may or
may not have the option to re-write the assignment for half credit, according to the instructor’s discretion.  If
evidence of plagiarism exists a second time the student will receive an academic dismissal, which can be
appealed by the student.

Plagiarism includes:

● The intentional or unintentional representation of another’s words or ideas as your own in an academic
exercise.

● Using the “copy and paste” method to use text found on a website without giving credit to the source.
● Copying information from a source without proper citation and without use of quotation marks or block

quotation formatting. If any words or ideas used do not represent your original words or ideas, you must
distinguish them with quotation marks or an indented block quotation followed by the appropriate citation.

● Paraphrasing statements or paragraphs without proper citation or using someone else’s ideas, data,
language, and/or arguments without acknowledgement.

● Presenting work as your own that has been prepared in whole or part by someone other than you.
● Failure to properly cite statistics, data, or other sources of information in your paper.
● Resubmitting a paper that you have already turned in as an assignment for a different course (including a

different section of the same course). While the paper may be considered your original work, resubmitting it
is considered a form of plagiarism. Your assignments for every class should be unique and original for that
course.

Student Complaints

For complete information about WJU and how to file a complaint as a student please see the Consumer Information
section of the Jessup website.

If a distance education student who lives outside the state of California believes that the university’s internal
procedures have not adequately addressed concerns identified under the Program Integrity Rule, there is a link on
the Jessup website with Student Complaint Information by State and Agency.

Discussion Forum Guidelines

Discussion Forums are an integral part of every Online course at Jessup.  A high percentage of learning in an online
environment comes through the dialogue that takes place in Discussion Forums. You should think about the
discussion questions in this class as an opportunity for you, your classmates, and your instructor to enter into an
interesting conversation about what you are studying. Therefore, you are encouraged to jump into the discussion as
often as you’d like. This ensures that everyone will benefit from a variety of opinions and insights on the topics at
hand. In other words, your contribution is valuable and important! Since this is a conversation, it’s also important that
you read the entire forum; not only are your contributions important, but you’ll find that your classmates’ contributions
are as well!
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Substantive Posts

You must post at least 3 substantive responses each week. A substantive post is one that contributes something
significant to the academic conversation using academic language (avoid "text speak" or other informal language in
your discussion posts). To be substantive and earn full credit, a post should:

1. Be of appropriate length (initial = 250-400 words; secondary = 125-225 words).
2. Engage with the course materials (lecture, texts, videos, etc.) in such a way that it is evident that you have

integrated the course content into your thinking.
3. Demonstrate critical thinking skills. In other words, your substantive posts should reflect that you have

carefully considered the discussion question and have put effort into writing a response that makes a
relevant contribution to the conversation.

Requirements
Since discussion questions are usually given a lot of weight in terms of the final course grade, there are also
academic expectations. These are as follows.

You must be active in the discussion forum at least 3 days per week. This means that you must post a response on
3 of the 7 days each week of the course in order to receive full credit. Do not write all of your forum posts on one day
– that eliminates the opportunity for dialogue with classmates.

NOTE: All Discussion due dates/times are for the Pacific Time Zone.

For weeks with one discussion question:

1. You must post your initial response to the question by Wednesday @ 11:59 p.m.
2. By Sunday @ 11:59PM, you must post (at minimum) two secondary posts (posts responding to your

classmates’ comments or to your instructor’s prompts) for a total of three posts. All posts must be
substantive to receive full credit.

For weeks with two or more discussion questions:

1. You must post your initial response to DQ#1 by Wednesday @ 11:59 p.m. .
2. You must post your initial response to DQ#2 by Friday @ 11:59 p.m.
3. By Sunday @ 11:59PM, you must post (at minimum) four secondary posts (spread across both questions;

responding to your classmates’ comments or to your instructor’s prompts) for a total of six posts. All posts
must be substantive to receive full credit.

Grading (Discussion Questions)
You are encouraged to take part in the weekly dialogue as much as you would like. Your instructor will rate your
discussion posts according to the following guidelines:

Initial posts = 0 – 4 points each
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● Points can be deducted for posting late (after the stated deadline), and/or for your post not meeting
the requirements for being substantive (see above).

Secondary posts = 0 – 3 points each

● Points can be deducted for your post not meeting the requirements for being substantive (see
above).

● All secondary posts are due each week by Sunday night @ 11:59 p.m. No credit will be given for late
discussion posts after this time.

Each discussion question is worth 10 points [4 pts. for your initial post; 3 pts. for each secondary post]. Therefore, for
weeks with one discussion question, you can earn up to a total of 10 points. For weeks with two discussion
questions, you can earn up to 20 points.

These totals will be accumulated throughout the week in your gradebook as your instructor rates your posts.
Your final grade [0 – 10 or 20] for the entire week will be reflected in your gradebook no later than Wednesday of
the following week.

Services for Students with Disabilities
In accordance with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act and the Americans with Disabilities Act, the Jessup Disability
Support Services office (DSS) provides eligible students with a variety of individualized, reasonable accommodations.
These accommodations are intended to assist college students with disabilities in having equal access to regular
college programs and activities. Accommodations are determined individually for each student through an interactive
process and are based on functional limitations resulting from a documented disability. Recent (within 3 years),
verifiable documentation must be provided by a medical doctor or appropriately licensed professional.

Approved accommodations will be provided for students who present their instructor with a copy of their Faculty
Notification Letter (issued by DSS).

For more information, please visit the Disability Support Services website. 

Disability Support Services Contact Information:
Jessup Disability Support Services
(916) 577-2253
dss@jessup.edu

Technology Requirements

Sufficient technology tools and Internet access are required when taking an Online course at Jessup. The following
list will help ensure that you are adequately equipped.

Supported Operating Systems
● Windows 8 and Windows 10
● MacOS is supported for most online course materials
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It is highly recommended that you have administrative rights to the computer used for your coursework. If you must
use a computer over which you do not have administrative rights (such as a workplace computer), you may
experience difficulties with needed functions, such as installing plug-ins. Check with your workplace IT department to
ensure that you may access course materials from your company’s network.

Productivity Tools

Microsoft Office (this software is available to students at deeply discounted pricing through Microsoft or
JourneyEd.com).

Jessup Email Account

All students are provided with a Jessup email address. It should be used for all course communication between you
and your instructor. This will avoid issues with Spam blockers and other problems that may prevent you from
receiving email from your instructors. Use of this email account will also enable you to participate in special student
offers that are available only to students with an "edu" email address. You can access your Jessup e-mail account
at my.jessup.edu.

Supported Browsers
● Google Chrome
● Mozilla Firefox

Browser Settings
Please refer to your browser’s Help features to check these settings.

● Pop-Up Blocker should be disabled
● JavaScript should be enabled
● Java should be enabled
● Cookies should be enabled

Plug-ins
The most recent version of the following plug-ins is required for many of the resources available in your online
courses:

● Adobe Acrobat Reader
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● Apple QuickTime Player
● Java SE 8 or higher

All plug-ins needed to participate in components of your online classes are available at no additional cost. It is
recommended that you review the list of plug-ins and install them prior to beginning your coursework.

Screen Settings
Screen resolution (size) should be set at minimum 1024 x 768 or higher.

HelpDesk
There is a link on every Moodle page for 24/7 technical support through an outside vendor.

You can also contact the Jessup HelpDesk (which is not 24/7). Email helpdesk@jessup.edu or call 916.577.2345.

Course Grading Explanations

Points Grade

90-100 A

80-89 B

70-79 C

60-69 D

<59 F

Final Grade Calculation
Assignments Value

Discussion Questions 30%

Lab Reports 50%

Final Exam 20%

Total: 100%
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Course Outline

Week 1 Details Due Demand Hours Course
Outcomes

Weekly Topics
& Learning
Goals

Introduction and Overview of Course The Nervous
System

By the end of this week, you should be able to:

●Assess basic brain functions and structures.
● Explain the function of the central and somatic
nervous systems.
● Describe the connection of genes, cells, and
behavior.

Reading
Assignments

Read
• Kolb, Chapter 2
• Kolb, Chapter 3
• Lab Starters PowerPoint- 4 slides
• Lab sample papers (Read both)

•Sample 1
•Sample 2

7.0 hours

Video
Resources

View
● Introduction Lecture

● Week 1 Lecture Video

● The structure of the nervous system.

● The brain structure.

● Unable to speak: The power of a migraine. A reporter
loses her ability to speak on air. 1.5 hours

● The reporter explains how she lost her ability to
speak.

● Allele expression effects on the brain.
https://www.youtube.com/embed/rcKTUQtxGSY

● Genetic Engineering Will Change Everything
Forever—CRISPR.

Web
Resources (in
Readings link)

Review

• NINDS Huntington’s Disease Information:

1.5 hours
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/19s3hET7_N8FvFMLgHIwe8scz-jWHOa-A/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19scd4IlmW2W1iKSGzsWiI8yQ0tZAQZO3/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19wDO0QFil-k73_d-n1J2hivCc8x6e8yH/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W74OYxNbpBwtP5rKshjNlhSL_r2aI3aM/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10ha5tczzs6BnNqC_05BAGa2E_p2dQNf4/view
https://youtu.be/jmD0LBdAvlE
https://youtu.be/ymgrw3KDy04
https://youtu.be/ssiLkxTTrzc
https://www.youtube.com/embed/ssiLkxTTrzc
https://youtu.be/4-QTS739cQw
https://www.youtube.com/embed/4-%20QTS739cQw
https://youtu.be/rcKTUQtxGSY
https://www.youtube.com/embed/rcKTUQtxGSY
https://youtu.be/jAhjPd4uNFY
https://www.ninds.nih.gov/Disorders/All-Disorders/Huntingtons-Disease-Information-Page


• JoVE virtual labs

• Neuroscience collection:

• Behavioral Science collection:

Optional
Resources
(in
Supplemental
Materials link)

Readings

• Visuomotor plasticity:

Videos

● Food for Thought: How Your Belly Controls Your
Brain. TED talk by Dr. Ruairi Robertson.

Discussion Discuss

DQ #1: The impact of brain on behavior
• In the videos about the reporter who was
unable to speak, what was your initial
thought when you watched the reporter
on air being unable to speak?

• Was it handled well and appropriately by
her colleagues? What specifically did
you notice?

• What are some other impacts our brains
have on behavior and how are they
addressed in social settings? What could
change?

See Discussion
Guidelines

3.0 hours

Assignment #1 Write

• Lab 1: JoVE Neuroscience Collection:

• An Introduction to Neuroanatomy:

• Rodent Stereotaxic Surgery:

• Histological Staining of Neural Tissue:

WJU BioPsychology “Virtual Lab” Template

Title: Title of Assignment Viewed – use APA title
format to identify name, date, information,
resources, etc. APA template will be distributed
and sample lab.

Summary Statement: Description of “Virtual
Lab” assignment (the take home point) Reason
for Lab

Background and Methods: Address points such
as:

Sunday after
Week 1 class
11:59PM PT

7.0 hours CO 1,2,5
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https://www.qc.cuny.edu/Academics/Degrees/DMNS/Faculty%20Documents/Li1.pdf
https://youtu.be/awtmTJW9ic8
https://youtu.be/awtmTJW9ic8
https://login.ezproxy.jessup.edu/login?qurl=https://www.jove.com%2ft%2f5204%2fan-introduction-to-neuroanatomy
https://login.ezproxy.jessup.edu/login?qurl=https://www.jove.com%2fv%2f5205%2frodent-stereotaxic-surgery
https://login.ezproxy.jessup.edu/login?qurl=https://www.jove.com%2fv%2f5206%2fhistological-staining-of-neural-tissue


• What is the motivation for the assignment?
Provide the reader with an understanding of
how the specific issue at hand is being
approached and how concepts you are
learning are now being applied. This is not a
regurgitation of the information.
• What is the underlying methodology being
used?
• Are there any novel approaches and cutting
edge technology being used or new ways of
thinking being incorporated?

Discussion/Conclusion: This should be the
highlight of your lab report

• Summarize and uniquely assess/analyze the
material.
• 5 well-constructed questions and answers
paragraphs that move from concept to
application
• Use the “Understanding”, “Applying”, and
“Analyzing” items to help organize your 5
summaries. See the Slide Q & A slide
starters file on Moodle.
• Be prepared to present your report to the
class so that we can learn, compare, and
contrast vantage points.
• Each Weekly “Lab” Assignment should be a
minimum of 3 BODY pages in length (5
total).
• You are to summarize and uniquely
assess/analyze the material in the 3
individual video segments to each lab
module of the virtual labs as well as to
include highlights of various sheep brain
demonstrations/dissection and other
resources you are experiencing.
• Application of concepts is the goal…this is to
be your own work.
• Cite sources in APA format and be careful
not to plagiarize.

TOTAL HOURS
FOR THE
WEEK:

20.0 hours

Week 2 Details Due Demand Hours Course
Outcomes

Weekly Topics
& Learning
Goals

How do Neurons use Electrical Signals to Transmit
Info?

By the end of this week, you should be able to:

● Describe how neurons use electrical signals to
transmit information
● Assess how neurons communicate and adapt
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Reading
Assignments

Read

• Kolb, Chapter 4 (& Slides – on Moodle) 100 slides
• Kolb, Chapter 5 (& Slides – on Moodle) 100 slides
• Lab Starters PowerPoint- 4 slides
• Lab sample papers (Read both)

•Sample 1
•Sample 2

7.0 hours

Video
Resources

View

• labs Week 2 Video Lecture

• JoVE virtual

Neuroscience collection:

Behavioral Science collection:

• Neuron resting potential.

• Optogenetics- A Bright Idea!

• Parkinson’s Disease

• Michael J. Fox’s Interview on Parkinson’s Disease
(10:15 min)

•Michael J. Fox’s Interview on Parkinson’s Disease CLOSED
CAPTION

1.5 hours

Web
Resources (in
Readings link)

Review

● World Federation of Neurology Research Group on
Motor Neuron Diseases: Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis:

● Myasthenia Gravis Foundation of America:

● Parkinson’s Disease Foundation, Inc.:

1.5 hours

Optional
Resources
(in
Supplemental
Materials link)

Readings

● The Brain’s effect behind the Runner’s High:

Videos

● Aplysia Reflex

Review

● Giant Squid Fact Sheet:
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/19s3hET7_N8FvFMLgHIwe8scz-jWHOa-A/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19scd4IlmW2W1iKSGzsWiI8yQ0tZAQZO3/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19wDO0QFil-k73_d-n1J2hivCc8x6e8yH/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LwS1qCUedG0yUHUBkfL96A6puZUOxfn_/view
https://www-jove-com.ezproxy.jessup.edu/science-education-library
https://www-jove-com.ezproxy.jessup.edu/science-education-library
https://youtu.be/YP_P6bYvEjE
https://youtu.be/D_9rdj4SJrc
https://youtu.be/7upHDhAmkqU
https://youtu.be/PEDVKpbi48s
https://www.youtube.com/embed/PEDVKpbi48s
https://plugin.3playmedia.com/host?mf=5166561&p3sdk_version=1.10.1&p=29031&pt=5&video_id=PEDVKpbi48s&video_target=tpm-plugin-2b9da5vv-PEDVKpbi48s
https://plugin.3playmedia.com/host?mf=5166561&p3sdk_version=1.10.1&p=29031&pt=5&video_id=PEDVKpbi48s&video_target=tpm-plugin-2b9da5vv-PEDVKpbi48s
http://www.wfnals.org/
http://www.wfnals.org/
https://myasthenia.org/
http://www.pdf.org/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/new-brain-effects-behind-runner-s-high/
https://youtu.be/syvjYqJuCkg
http://www.tonmo.com/science/public/giantsquidfacts.php


● Optogenetics Resource Center:

● Neurotransmitters Systems:

Discussion Discuss

DQ #1: DQ: Parkinson’s Disease

• Watch the two videos on Parkinson’s disease
including the Michael J. Fox interview.

• Describe the challenges people diagnosed with
Parkinson’s disease face in their daily
functioning.

• Provide a perspective on how you would guide
people with Parkinson’s disease spiritually? Provide
scriptural support.

See Discussion
Guidelines

3.0 hours

Assignment #
2

Write

Lab 2: JoVE Neuroscience Collection:

• An Introduction to Neurophysiology:

• Patch Clamp Electrophysiology :

• Calcium Imaging in Neurons:

WJU BioPsychology “Virtual Lab” Template

Title: Title of Assignment Viewed – use APA title
format to identify name, date, information,
resources, etc. APA template will be distributed
and sample lab.

Summary Statement: Description of “Virtual
Lab” assignment (the take home point) Reason
for Lab

Background and Methods: Address points such
as:
• What is the motivation for the assignment?
Provide the reader with an understanding of how
the specific issue at hand is being approached and
how concepts you are learning are now being
applied. This is not a regurgitation of the
information.
• What is the underlying methodology being
used?
Are there any novel approaches and cutting edge technology
being used or new ways of thinking being incorporated?

Discussion/Conclusion: This should be the highlight of your lab
report
• Summarize and uniquely assess/analyze the material.
• 5 well-constructed questions and answers paragraphs that
move from concept to application • Use the “Understanding”,

Sunday after
Week 2 class
11:59PM PT

7.0 hours CO 1,2,5
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https://login.ezproxy.jessup.edu/login?qurl=https://www.jove.com%2fv%2f5201%2fan-introduction-to-neurophysiology
https://login.ezproxy.jessup.edu/login?qurl=https://www.jove.com%2fv%2f5202%2fpatch-clamp-electrophysiology
https://login.ezproxy.jessup.edu/login?qurl=https://www.jove.com%2fv%2f5203%2fcalcium-imaging-in-neurons


“Applying”, and “Analyzing” items to help organize your 5
summaries. See the Slide Q & A slide starters file on Moodle.

• Be prepared to present your report to the class so that we can
learn, compare, and contrast vantage points.

Each Weekly “Lab” Assignment should be a minimum of 3 BODY
pages in length (5 total). You are to summarize and uniquely
assess/analyze the material in the 3 individual video segments
to each lab module of the virtual labs as well as to include
highlights of various sheep brain demonstrations/dissection and
other resources you are experiencing. Application of concepts is
the goal…this is to be your own work. Cite sources in the
appropriate way and be careful not to plagiarize.

TOTAL HOURS
FOR THE
WEEK:

20.0 hours

Week 3 Details Due Demand Hours Course
Outcomes

Weekly Topics
& Learning
Goals

How Does the Nervous System Develop and Adapt?
How Do We Sense, Perceive, and See the World?

By the end of this week, you should be able to:

● Describe three Perspectives on Brain Development
● Explain Neurobiology of Development
● Explain Brain Development and the Environment
● Assess How We Sense, Perceive and See the World

Reading
Assignments

Read

• Kolb, Chapter 8 (& Slides – on Moodle) 100 slides
• Kolb, Chapter 9 (& Slides – on Moodle) 100 slides
• Lab Starters PowerPoint- 4 slides
• Lab sample papers (Read both)

•Sample 1
•Sample 2

7.0 hours

Video
Resources

Read

• Week 3 Video Lecture

• JoVE virtual labs Neuroscience collection:

Behavioral Science collection:

• Autism and the brain. [not close
captioned]

• Face Blindness.

1.5 hours
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/19s3hET7_N8FvFMLgHIwe8scz-jWHOa-A/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19scd4IlmW2W1iKSGzsWiI8yQ0tZAQZO3/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19wDO0QFil-k73_d-n1J2hivCc8x6e8yH/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13_s91Az8XIA8AuRkYYhA29qQG3GrlkXD/view
https://www.jove.com/science-education-library
https://www.jove.com/science-education-library
https://youtu.be/cWIvZR3YI44
https://www.youtube.com/embed/c%20WIvZR3YI44
https://youtu.be/f1Zjq1M75gc


Web
Resources (in
Readings link)

Review

● Environmental Influences on Brain Development:

● Brain Plasticity and Behavior:

1.0 hours

Optional
Resources
(in
Supplemental
Materials link)

Readings

• Vision Science Demonstrations (Click on the
Demonstrations link on the left side of the web page,
under Resources):

• Visual Pathways:

• Perceiving Motion, Form, and Depth:

• Images, Illusions, Demonstrations, and Other
Resources for Topics Related to Sensation and
Perception:

• Neuroscience of Our Senses:
https://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/senses/

Videos

● The Retina

Review

• Visual Perception:

Discussion Discuss

DQ #1: Face Blindness

• Watch the video on face blindness.

• Describe the challenges people diagnosed
with face blindness would experience.

• What scripture(s) can someone with face blindness use
to cope?

See Discussion
Guidelines

3.0 hours

Assignment#3 Write

• Lab 3: JoVe Neuroscience collection:
• Perspectives on Sensation and Perception:

• Visual Search for Features and Conjunctions:

• Visual Attention: FMRI Investigation of Object-based
Attentional Control:

WJU BioPsychology “Virtual Lab” Template

Title: Title of Assignment Viewed – use APA title
format to identify name, date, information,
resources, etc. APA template will be distributed
and sample lab.

Sunday after
Week 3 class
11:59PM PT

7.0 hours CO 2.4,5
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https://www.ipce.info/library_3/files/glaser/glaser_2.htm
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T5epyx_EayfY0tMGORMMGock2D7NSBNw/view?usp=sharing
http://www.visionscience.com/
http://www.visionscience.com/
http://www.visionscience.com/
http://www.sumanasinc.com/webcontent/anim%20ations/content/visualpathways.html
http://faculty.washington.edu/chudler/experi.html
https://psych.hanover.edu/Krantz/tutor.html#Se%20nsation%20and%20Perception
https://psych.hanover.edu/Krantz/tutor.html#Se%20nsation%20and%20Perception
https://psych.hanover.edu/Krantz/tutor.html#Se%20nsation%20and%20Perception
https://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/senses/
https://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/senses/
https://www.youtube.com/embed/fZDAwXh54is
https://psych.hanover.edu/Krantz/sen_tut.html
https://login.ezproxy.jessup.edu/login?qurl=https://www.jove.com%2fv%2f10321%2fperspectives-on-sensation-and-perception
https://login.ezproxy.jessup.edu/login?qurl=https://www.jove.com%2fv%2f10062%2fvisual-search-for-features-and-conjunctions
https://login.ezproxy.jessup.edu/login?qurl=https://www.jove.com%2fv%2f10272%2fvisual-attention-fmri%2520investigation-object-based-attentional
https://www-jovecom.ezproxy.jessup.edu/v/10272/visual-attentionfmri-investigation-object-based-attentional


Summary Statement: Description of “Virtual
Lab” assignment (the take home point) Reason
for Lab

Background and Methods: Address points such
as:

• What is the motivation for the assignment?
Provide the reader with an understanding of
how the specific issue at hand is being
approached and how concepts you are
learning are now being applied. This is not a
regurgitation of the information.
• What is the underlying methodology being
used?
• Are there any novel approaches and cutting
edge technology being used or new ways of
thinking being incorporated?

Discussion/Conclusion: This should be the
highlight of your lab report
• Summarize and uniquely assess/analyze the
material.
• 5 well-constructed questions and answers
paragraphs that move from concept to
application
• Use the “Understanding”, “Applying”, and
“Analyzing” items to help organize your 5
summaries. See the Slide Q & A slide
starters file on Moodle.
• Be prepared to present your report to the
class so that we can learn, compare, and
contrast vantage points.

Each Weekly “Lab” Assignment should be a minimum of 3
BODY pages in length (5 total). You are to summarize
and uniquely assess/analyze the material in the 3
individual video segments to each lab module of the
virtual labs as well as to include highlights of various
sheep brain demonstrations/dissection and other
resources you are experiencing. Application of concepts is
the goal…this is to be your own work. Cite sources in the
appropriate way and be careful not to plagiarize.

TOTAL HOURS
FOR THE
WEEK:

19.5 hours

Week 4 Details Due Demand Hours Course
Outcomes
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Weekly Topics
& Learning
Goals

How Do We Learn and Remember?

By the end of this week, you should be able to:
● Connect learning and memory
● Assess neural systems that underlie explicit and
implicit memories
● Assess  the structural basis of brain plasticity
● Discuss recovery from brain injury

Reading
Assignments

Read

• Kolb, Chapter 14 (& Slides – on Moodle) 100
slides
• Lab Starters PowerPoint- 4 slides
• Lab sample papers (Read both)

•Sample 1
•Sample 2

3.0 hours

Video
Resources

View
• Week 4 Video Lecture

• JoVE virtual labs

Neuroscience collection:

Behavioral Science collection:

• The woman who could not forget.

• Aplysia. [close captioned]

• Ted Talk: The working memory.

● How we make memories.

1.5 hours

Web
Resources (in
Readings link)

Review

● Alzheimer’s Association:

● Traumatic Brain Injury:

• Alcohol’s Damaging Effects on the Brain (including a
section on alcohol-induced blackouts and memory
lapses):

1.5 hours

Optional
Resources
(in
Supplemental
Materials link)

Readings

● Neuroplasticity and learning:

Videos
● An extract from a documentary following a patient
with ‘the worst amnesia ever known.

● A Royal Institution introduction to the neuroscience of
memory.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/19s3hET7_N8FvFMLgHIwe8scz-jWHOa-A/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19scd4IlmW2W1iKSGzsWiI8yQ0tZAQZO3/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19wDO0QFil-k73_d-n1J2hivCc8x6e8yH/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k99SsQ7n9Ij1UfxJoZurR_2HFMVSwKPp/view
https://www.jove.com/science-education-library
https://www.jove.com/science-education-library
https://youtu.be/SoxsMMV538U
https://www.youtube.com/embed/yLacXg8BwM
https://www.ted.com/talks/peter_doolittle_how_your_working_memory_makes_sense_of_the_world?utm_campaign=tedspread&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare
https://youtu.be/bSycdIx-C48
http://www.alz.org/
http://www.traumaticbraininjury.com/
http://pubs.niaaa.nih.gov/publications/aa63/aa63.htm
http://pubs.niaaa.nih.gov/publications/aa63/aa63.htm
http://pubs.niaaa.nih.gov/publications/aa63/aa63.htm
https://www.edutopia.org/neuroscience-brain-based-learning-neuroplasticity
https://youtu.be/Vwigmktix2Y
https://youtu.be/Vwigmktix2Y
https://www.youtube.com/embed/gdzmNwTLakg
https://www.youtube.com/embed/gdzmNwTLakg


Discussion Discuss

DQ #1: The woman who could not forget
o Watch the video ‘The woman who could

not forget.
o What do you think would be her

challenges in life? How do you think she
can cope with her condition? Why?

DQ #2:
o What kind of support emotional and

tangible, do you think people who lose
their memory as a result of TBI would
need?

o Did you learn something new about their
experiences that would help you if you
met someone who had this condition?
What specifically?

See Discussion
Guidelines

6.0 hours

Assignment#4 Write

• Lab 4: JoVE Behavioral-Science:

• An Introduction to Learning and Memory:

• Fear Conditioning:

• Spatial Memory Testing Using Mazes:

WJU BioPsychology “Virtual Lab” Template

Title: Title of Assignment Viewed – use APA title
format to identify name, date, information,
resources, etc. APA template will be distributed
and sample lab.
Summary Statement: Description of “Virtual
Lab” assignment (the take home point) Reason
for Lab

Background and Methods: Address points such
as:

• What is the motivation for the assignment?
Provide the reader with an understanding of
how the specific issue at hand is being
approached and how concepts you are
learning are now being applied. This is not a
regurgitation of the information.
• What is the underlying methodology being
used?
• Are there any novel approaches and cutting
edge technology being used or new ways of
thinking being incorporated?

Discussion/Conclusion: This should be the
highlight of your lab report
• Summarize and uniquely assess/analyze the
material.
• 5 well-constructed questions and answers
paragraphs that move from concept to

Sunday after
Week 4 class
11:59PM PT

7.0 hour CO 1,2,5
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https://login.ezproxy.jessup.edu/login?qurl=https://www.jove.com%2fv%2f5416%2fan-introduction-to-learning-and-memory
https://login.ezproxy.jessup.edu/login?qurl=https://www.jove.com%2fv%2f5417%2ffear%2520conditioning
https://login.ezproxy.jessup.edu/login?qurl=https://www.jove.com%2fv%2f5418%2fspatial-memory-testing-using-mazes


application
• Use the “Understanding”, “Applying”, and
“Analyzing” items to help organize your 5
summaries. See the Slide Q & A slide
starters file on Moodle.
• Be prepared to present your report to the
class so that we can learn, compare, and
contrast vantage points.

Each Weekly “Lab” Assignment should be a minimum of 3
BODY pages in length (5 total). You are to summarize
and uniquely assess/analyze the material in the 3
individual video segments to each lab module of the
virtual labs as well as to include highlights of various
sheep brain demonstrations/dissection and other
resources you are experiencing. Application of concepts is
the goal…this is to be your own work. Cite sources in the
appropriate way and be careful not to plagiarize.

TOTAL HOURS
FOR THE
WEEK:

19.0 hours

Week 5 Details Due Demand Hours Course
Outcomes

Weekly Topics
& Learning
Goals

What Happens When the Brain Misbehaves?

By the end of this week, you should be able to:

● Examine Multidisciplinary Research on Brain and
Behavioral Disorders
● Describe Classifying and Treating Brain and
Behavioral Disorders
● Assess Treating Neurological & Psychiatric
Disorders

Reading
Assignments

Read

• Kolb, Chapter 16 (& Slides – on Moodle) 100
slides
• Lab Starters PowerPoint- 4 slides
• Lab sample papers (Read both)

•Sample 1
•Sample 2

3.0 hours

Video
Resources

View

• Week 5 Lecture

• The biology behind schizophrenia.

• An introduction to depression.

• A possible new treatment for depression and other

1.0 hour
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/19s3hET7_N8FvFMLgHIwe8scz-jWHOa-A/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19scd4IlmW2W1iKSGzsWiI8yQ0tZAQZO3/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19wDO0QFil-k73_d-n1J2hivCc8x6e8yH/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17SzVArQlBsCrRBT1AyXaLyDgxnj_1PPZ/view
https://youtu.be/6D_yOm6bjkw
https://youtu.be/Gp_EFelilZw
https://www.ted.com/talks/andres_lozano_parkinson_s_depression_and_the_switch_that_might_turn_them_off?utm_campaign=tedspread&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare


brain illnesses – do you think this might work?

• Video on action of benzodiazepines.

Web
Resources (in
Readings link)

Review

• JoVE virtual labs
Neuroscience collection:

Behavioral Science collection:

1.0 hour

Optional
Resources
(in
Supplemental
Materials link)

Readings
● In 'Hidden Valley Road,' A Family's Journey Helps
Shift The Science Of Mental Illness

● How 1 Study Changed The Field Of Psychiatry
Forever

Videos
● Title: A Beautiful Mind (9/11) Movie CLIP—The Baby’s
Bath (2001) HD

● Title: A Beautiful Mind (8/11) Movie CLIP—Charles Isn’t
There
(2001) HD.

Review
● Epilepsy Foundation:

● Brain & Behavior Research Foundation:

● American Stroke Association:

● Parkinson’s Disease Foundation:

● National Multiple Sclerosis Society:

● Depression Resource Center:

Discussion Discuss

DQ #1: Diagnosing Behavioral disorders
• Consider the pros and cons of diagnosis,
given the cultural bias that still exists
against psychological disorders. For
example, we still commonly hear “That
person is schizophrenic,” and never
“That person has cancer ”
• Why do you think that is? What would
need to occur to change this?

DQ #2: Prayer and mental health
• How do you respond to Christians who
say that people should address mental
health issues through prayer only? Why?
• If you are a non-believer, what is your

See Discussion
Guidelines

6.0 hours
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https://embed.ted.com/talks/andres_lozano_parkinson_s_depression_and_the_switch_that_might_turn_them_off
https://youtu.be/D5Vsm_Daexg
http://ezproxy.jessup.edu/login?url=http://www.jove.com/science-education-database/5/essentialsof-neuroscience
http://ezproxy.jessup.edu/login?url=http://www.jove.com/science-education-database/7/essentialsof-behavioral-science
https://www.npr.org/2020/04/05/826695581/inhidden-valley-road-a-familys-journey-helps-shiftthe-science-of-mental-illnes
https://www.npr.org/2020/04/05/826695581/inhidden-valley-road-a-familys-journey-helps-shiftthe-science-of-mental-illnes
https://www.npr.org/2019/11/18/780563160/how-1-study-changed-the-field-of-psychiatryforever
https://www.npr.org/2019/11/18/780563160/how-1-study-changed-the-field-of-psychiatryforever
https://youtu.be/keQtOFycgPs
https://www.youtube.com/embed/keQtOFycgPs
https://youtu.be/GvF4-C1EuJU
https://youtu.be/GvF4-C1EuJU
https://www.youtube.com/embed/GvF4-C1EuJU
http://www.epilepsy.com/
https://bbrfoundation.org/
http://www.strokeassociation.org/STROKEORG/
http://www.pdf.org
http://www.nationalmssociety.org
http://www.healingwell.com/depression


perception of how Christians respond to
mental health issues?

Assignment#5 Write

• Lab 5: JoVE Behavioral-Science:

• An Introduction to Modeling Behavioral Disorders
and Stress:

• Modeling Social Stress:

• Anxiety Testing:

WJU BioPsychology “Virtual Lab” Template

Title: Title of Assignment Viewed – use APA title
format to identify name, date, information,
resources, etc. APA template will be distributed
and sample lab.

Summary Statement: Description of “Virtual
Lab” assignment (the take home point) Reason
for Lab

Background and Methods: Address points such
as:
• What is the motivation for the assignment?
Provide the reader with an understanding of
how the specific issue at hand is being
approached and how concepts you are
learning are now being applied. This is not a
regurgitation of the information.

• What is the underlying methodology being
used?
• Are there any novel approaches and cutting
edge technology being used or new ways of
thinking being incorporated?

Discussion/Conclusion: This should be the
highlight of your lab report
• Summarize and uniquely assess/analyze the
material.
• 5 well-constructed questions and answers
paragraphs that move from concept to
application
• Use the “Understanding”, “Applying”, and
“Analyzing” items to help organize your 5
summaries. See the Slide Q & A slide
starters file on Moodle.
• Be prepared to present your report to the
class so that we can learn, compare, and
contrast vantage points.

Each Weekly “Lab” Assignment should be a minimum of 3
BODY pages in length (5 total). You are to summarize
and uniquely assess/analyze the material in the 3
individual video segments to each lab module of the
virtual labs as well as to include highlights of various

Sunday after
Week 5 class
11:59PM PT

7.0 hours CO 1,2,3,5
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https://www-jovecom.ezproxy.jessup.edu/v/5428/an-introduction-tomodeling-behavioral-disorders-and-stress
https://www-jovecom.ezproxy.jessup.edu/v/5428/an-introduction-tomodeling-behavioral-disorders-and-stress
https://www-jovecom.ezproxy.jessup.edu/v/5429/modeling-socialstress
https://www-jovecom.ezproxy.jessup.edu/v/5430/anxiety-testing


sheep brain demonstrations/dissection and other
resources you are experiencing. Application of concepts is
the goal…this is to be your own work. Cite sources in the
appropriate way and be careful not to plagiarize.

TOTAL HOURS
FOR THE
WEEK:

18.0 hours

Week 6 Details Due Demand Hours Course
Outcomes

Weekly Topics
& Learning
Goals

Brain Function and Impact of Drugs on Brain and
Behavior

By the end of this week, you should be able to:

●Critique factors that influence a person’s responses to
drugs.

● Explain how drugs have an effect on the chemical
synapses.

● List and describe various methods used to investigate
brain–behavior functions.

● Describe how drug, genetic, and light manipulations can
affect brain–behavior interactions.

● Define the key terms associated with anatomical and
functional brain imaging techniques.

Reading
Assignments

Read

• Kolb, Chapter 6 (& Slides – on Moodle) 100 slides
• Kolb, Chapter 7 (& Slides – on Moodle) 100 slides
• Lab Starters PowerPoint- 4 slides
• Lab sample papers (Read both)

•Sample 1
•Sample 2

7.0 hours

Video
Resources

View
• Week 6 Lecture

• A video on psychoactive drugs.

• An animation showing how cocaine affects the
brain.

• A long video discussing the effect of psychedelic
drugs on the brain.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/19s3hET7_N8FvFMLgHIwe8scz-jWHOa-A/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19scd4IlmW2W1iKSGzsWiI8yQ0tZAQZO3/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19wDO0QFil-k73_d-n1J2hivCc8x6e8yH/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uZ6nd0XqzIGXv2H3-Gwj6c9kS-6bfbgn/view
https://youtu.be/icD3l5bhhKY
https://www.youtube.com/embed/4OS2C4NemJI
https://www.youtube.com/embed/4OS2C4NemJI
https://youtu.be/jT5dZDnJ6J4
https://www.youtube.com/embed/jT5dZDnJ6J4


• A video on brain changes during adolescence.

• A video on placebo effects.

Web
Resources (in
Readings link)

Review

● JoVE virtual labs
Neuroscience collection:

Behavioral Science collection:

● The Science of Addiction: Genetics and the Brain:

● Stress and Well-Being:

● Partnership for a Drug-Free America:

1.5 hours

Optional
Resources
(in
Supplemental
Materials Link)

Readings

● The University of Utah website on “Drug Use Changes
the Brain Over Time” and “The Social Environment
Impacts the Reward Pathway,”

● A documentary on dolphins called “Dolphins: Spy in
the Pod” contains footage of young dolphins chewing
on puffer fish in order to get high.

Review

● Brain Imaging Technologies:

● EEG and Clinical Neuroscience Society:

● Epigenetics:

● Optical Tomography:

● Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation:

● National Organization on Fetal Alcohol Syndrome:

● Lance Armstrong and Performance Enhancing Drugs
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https://youtu.be/5Fa8U6BkhNo
https://youtu.be/z03FQGlGgo0
http://ezproxy.jessup.edu/login?url=http://www.jove.com/science-education-database/5/essentials-ofneuroscience
http://ezproxy.jessup.edu/login?url=http://www.jove.com/science-education-database/7/essentials-ofbehavioral-science
https://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/addiction/
http://www.heretohelp.bc.ca/sites/default/files/wellness-module-2-stress-and-well-being.pdf
http://dfaf.org/
http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/addiction/
http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/addiction/
http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/addiction/
http://www.independent.co.uk/environment/nature/%20dolphins-deliberately-get-high-on-puffer-fish-nervetoxins-by-carefully-chewing-and-passing-them9030126.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/environment/nature/dolphins-deliberately-get-high-on-puffer-fish-nerve-toxins-by-carefully-chewing-and-passing-them-9030126.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/environment/nature/%20dolphins-deliberately-get-high-on-puffer-fish-nervetoxins-by-carefully-chewing-and-passing-them9030126.html
https://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/neuroscience/brainimaging/
http://ecnsweb.org/
https://medlineplus.gov/genetics/understanding/howgeneswork/epigenome/
http://www.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/PMI/
http://www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transcranial_Magnetic_Stimulation
http://www.nofas.org/
https://abcnews.go.com/US/lance-armstrong-confessesdoping/story?id=18244003


Discussion Discuss

DQ #1: Adolescent brains

● After watching the video on brain changes during
adolescence. How could this information help with
parenting and teaching adolescents?

See Discussion
Guidelines

3.0 hours

Assignment #6 Write

• Lab 6: JoVE Behavioral Science Collection:
o Reward and Addiction Intro:

o Positive Reinforcement Studies:

o Self Administration Studies:

WJU BioPsychology “Virtual Lab” Template

Title: Title of Assignment Viewed – use APA title
format to identify name, date, information,
resources, etc. APA template will be distributed
and sample lab.

Summary Statement: Description of “Virtual
Lab” assignment (the take home point) Reason
for Lab

Background and Methods: Address points such
as:
• What is the motivation for the assignment?
Provide the reader with an understanding of how
the specific issue at hand is being approached and
how concepts you are learning are now being
applied. This is not a regurgitation of the
information.
• What is the underlying methodology being
used?
• Are there any novel approaches and cutting edge
technology being used or new ways of thinking
being incorporated?

Discussion/Conclusion: This should be the
highlight of your lab report
• Summarize and uniquely assess/analyze the
material.
• 5 well-constructed questions and answers
paragraphs that move from concept to
application
• Use the “Understanding”, “Applying”, and
“Analyzing” items to help organize your 5
summaries. See the Slide Q & A slide starters file
on Moodle.
• Be prepared to present your report to the class
so that we can learn, compare, and contrast
vantage points.

Each Weekly “Lab” Assignment should be a minimum of 3

Sunday after
Week 6 class
11:59PM PT

7.0 hours CO 1,2,3,5
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https://www-jove-com.ezproxy.jessup.edu/v/5425/an-introduction-to-reward-and-addiction
https://www-jove-com.ezproxy.jessup.edu/v/5426/positive-reinforcement-studies
https://www-jove-com.ezproxy.jessup.edu/v/5426/positive-reinforcement-studies


BODY pages in length (5 total). You are to summarize
and uniquely assess/analyze the material in the 3
individual video segments to each lab module of the
virtual labs as well as to include highlights of various
sheep brain demonstrations/dissection and other
resources you are experiencing. Application of concepts is
the goal…this is to be your own work. Cite sources in the
appropriate way and be careful not to plagiarize.

Study for Final
Exam

Study

• You will have 110 minutes to complete
55 multiple-choice questions taken from the
course as a whole.

• Once you begin the final exam, it will close
automatically after 1 hour and 50 minutes
(110 minutes), and your answers recorded.

2.0 hours

TOTAL HOURS
FOR THE
WEEK:

20.0 hours

Week 7 Details Due Demand Hours Course
Outcomes

Weekly Topics
& Learning
Goals

How the Nervous system impacts movement/ What causes
emotional and motivated behavior.

By the end of this week, you should be able to:

● Describe the sequential organization of movement.

● List the properties of the motor system that allow versatility in
performing skilled movements.

● Describe the role of the frontal lobe in coordinated
movement.

● Assess  the underlying causes of behavior.

● Describe the role of the limbic system, amygdala, and
prefrontal cortex with regard to emotion.

● Explain how the hypothalamus influences motivated
behaviors.

24



Reading
Assignments

Read

• Kolb, Chapter 11 (& Slides – on Moodle) 100 slides
• Kolb, Chapter 12 (& Slides – on Moodle) 100 slides

6.5 hours

Video
Resources

View

•Week 7 Video Lecture

• Brain Regions Involved in Movement: These videos
describe the roles of the cerebellum, basal ganglia,
and motor cortex in producing movements.

• Cerebellum.

• Basal Ganglia.

• Motor Cortex.

• A video on the limbic system and emotion.

•This video discusses how the influence of a reward on the
motivation to complete a task is dependent on the type of
task.

.5 hours

Optional
Resources
(in
Supplemental
Materials link)

Readings
● Motivated cognition: (pg. 81 of PDF)

Videos
● A TED talk that argues motor control is the most

important purpose of the brain.

● Inside the brain of the psychopath.

● The man who lost his body.

● The science of emotions.

● A video on emotion.

Review
● American Pain Society:

● Phantom Limb Pain:

● JoVE virtual labs Neuroscience collection:

● Behavioral Science collection:

● Anxiety Disorder Association of America:
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iDA1L2U07c7Gg5PhOoU4Sxw9w_Drmy7-/view
https://youtu.be/Fir-v6EoZNE
https://youtu.be/OD2KPSGZ1No
https://youtu.be/APuiZCxDnTA
https://youtu.be/LNs9ruzoTmI
https://youtu.be/6eoBqiJPb1o
https://youtu.be/6eoBqiJPb1o
https://youtu.be/6eoBqiJPb1o
http://teachpsych.org/Resources/Documents/ebooks%20/pse2011vol2.pdf
https://www.ted.com/talks/daniel_wolpert_the_real_reason_for_brains?utm_campaign=tedspread&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare
https://www.ted.com/talks/daniel_wolpert_the_real_reason_for_brains?utm_campaign=tedspread&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare
https://youtu.be/B0HMhP4t3as
https://www.dailymotion.com/embed/video/x12647t
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=65e2qScV_K8
https://youtu.be/gAMbkJk6gnE
https://painmed.org/american-pain-society/
http://www.mayoclinic.com/health/phantompain/DS00444
http://ezproxy.jessup.edu/login?url=http://www.jove.com/science-education-database/5/essentials-ofneuroscience
http://ezproxy.jessup.edu/login?url=http://www.jove.com/science-education-database/7/essentials-ofbehavioral-science
http://www.adaa.org/


● Depression Resource Center:

Discussion Discuss
DQ #1: Brain and motor functioning

o Describe what part of the brain was
likely damaged resulting in someone
losing their motor functioning.

o How would you encourage someone
who has lost their ability to move and
function freely? What specific
encouragement might you provide
them?

o What other resources might you be able
to provide someone in this place?

See Discussion
Guidelines

3.0 hours

Assignment(s) Write

• Lab 7: JoVE Behavioral Collection:

● Rubber hand Illusion:
● Inducing Emotions:
● Using FMRI to Dissect Moral Judgement:

WJU BioPsychology “Virtual Lab” Template

Title: Title of Assignment Viewed – use APA title format to
identify name, date, information, resources, etc. APA template
will be distributed and sample lab.

Summary Statement: Description of “Virtual Lab” assignment
(the take home point) Reason for Lab

Background and Methods: Address points such as:

• What is the motivation for the assignment? Provide the reader
with an understanding of how the specific issue at hand is being
approached and how concepts you are learning are now being
applied. This is not a regurgitation of the information.

• What is the underlying methodology being used?

• Are there any novel approaches and cutting edge technology
being used or new ways of thinking being incorporated?

Discussion/Conclusion: This should be the highlight of your lab
report

• Summarize and uniquely assess/analyze the material.

• 5 well-constructed questions and answers paragraphs that
move from concept to application

• Use the “Understanding”, “Applying”, and “Analyzing” items to
help organize your 5 summaries. See the Slide Q & A slide
starters file on Moodle.

Sunday after
Week 7 class
11:59PM PT

7.0 hours CO 1,2,5
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http://www.healingwell.com/depression/
https://www-jove-com.ezproxy.jessup.edu/v/10291/the-rubber-hand-illusion
https://www-jove-com.ezproxy.jessup.edu/v/10308/inducing-emotions
https://www-jove-com.ezproxy.jessup.edu/v/10306/using-fmri-to-dissect-moral-judgment


• Be prepared to present your report to the class so that we can
learn, compare, and contrast vantage points.

Each Weekly “Lab” Assignment should be a minimum of 3 BODY
pages in length (5 total). You are to summarize and uniquely
assess/analyze the material in the 3 individual video segments
to each lab module of the virtual labs as well as to include
highlights of various sheep brain demonstrations/dissection and
other resources you are experiencing. Application of concepts is
the goal…this is to be your own work. Cite sources in the
appropriate way and be careful not to plagiarize.

Final Exam Complete
• Multiple Choice Final
• You will have 110 minutes to complete 55 multiple-choice
questions taken from the course as a whole.
• Once you begin the final exam, it will close automatically
after 1 hour and 50 minutes (110 minutes), and your
answers recorded.

Sunday after
week 7 class
11:59PM PT

2 hours

TOTAL HOURS
FOR THE
WEEK:

19.0 hours
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